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Do you appear confident and competent as you speak?
Do you sound inviting and engaging?
Does your audience experience that you care both about your
message and about them?

There are only two things that can interfere with your ability to answer yes to all three

these questions: tension in your body and fear in your heart. When your body knows

what to do, it can help you control your feelings and focus your mind.

As with training for a marathon, your body needs to unlearn bad habits and relearn

new ones so that speaking invitingly and confidently becomes automatic.

GROW YOUR VOICE TO SPEAK WITH CONFIDENCE is a 6 week course designed to

help you automatically

• find a good posture that helps you relax and communicate confidence

• use your breath to control your voice and your nerves

• produce a rich warm voice that invites attention and instils trust

• shape sounds skilfully so that every word is heard without strain

• create emotional engagement by enticing the listener to keep on listening.

Dr Petro Janse van Vuuren has been

training and coaching voice work for the

last 18 years, both as a trainer of actors

and as presentation-skills teacher.
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Introduction

How to communicate confidently

A voice is a human gift; it should be

cherished and used, to utter fully human

speech as possible. Powerlessness and

silence go together.

Margaret Atwood – Writer

I learned the secret of confident speaking when

I was 16. I was performing before a judges’ panel at

the Stellenbosch Eisteddfod. The category I was

performing in? Poetry. The poem? ‘Die Dag op

Nuweland’ – a satire by Jeanne Goosen about a

typical South African rugby match, a day at Cape

Town’s Newlands rugby stadium.

The judges had already heard me perform, but

they had called me back to do it again. As I stood

there I had no idea why.
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Since I was 11 I had taken part in speech and

drama classes and competitions. This was the first

time I saw the judges requesting a repeat and,

believe me, I had been at many of these

competitions.

Were they thinking it had been so great that it

must have been a fluke and they wanted to see

whether I could do it again? Did they not like my

performance? Had I failed so miserably that they

wanted to give me a second chance?

I remember deciding to forget why, and to give

it my best shot.

I also remember doing two very specific things

during my second performance.

First, I looked straight in their direction, fixing

my gaze on them and unveiling my eyes so that

they could see into my soul. Fearlessly, I allowed

them to see what I saw in the words.

Second, I remember matching that unveiling of

my intention with my voice.

I took the first words: “Hoera Boland en Haak

Vrystaat!”

It was as if I had the ball tucked in the crook of

my arm, was aiming at the goal line and pumping

my legs, running free, fast and furious.
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My voice was controlled by my breath,

supported by a rock hard diaphragm, allowing it to

resonate in a completely relaxed chest cavity, while

the muscles in and around my mouth clearly and

carefully shaped each word as I followed the

rhythm and melody of the poem.

I did not allow tension or fear to show, and not

once did I let nerves and uncertainty interfere with

my voice.

As I drew the performance to a close, I held the

attention in silence for a moment and then broke

off my gaze. The audience was quiet for moment

and then one of the judges stood up and began to

clap. The rest of the audience followed with

thunderous applause (well, thunderous for the

twenty-odd people who were there for their own

children’s performances). It was the first time I

received 100% for a performance. I had cracked the

secret of pulling an audience into the performance

as opposed to bombarding them with it.

Here is the thing: I could only guess at where

the judges sat and whether I was looking them in

the eyes or not.

You see, I am partially sighted, I cannot look

anyone in the eye without faking it. I have no

central vision (I call it doughnut vision because all
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the good stuff is on the sides with just a hole in the

middle). If I look straight at anyone, I cannot see

them. This can either cause me to look blank and

unreceptive, or I can choose to look straight at them

and not see them, but unveil my eyes and let them

see into my soul.

This is a trick I had learned long before, so that

the cute, cruel boys in grade 5 would not call me

Crossed Eyes. Unmasked authenticity is disarming,

intriguing, rare and memorable.

But once the audience is inside, they must find

something there that is worthwhile and meaningful,

something that is powerful and promising,

especially if they are to be part of it. This is where

your voice and your message come into the picture.

At my poetry performance of ‘Die Dag op

Nuweland’, I learned to match that pull of the

unveiled soul with a voice that did the same, but

this time with something worthwhile to offer in

return. Drawing the audience into how you see

things invites them into a world set apart from their

own.

If that world is inviting and engaging, they are

moved by the confidence you have in your message

and material. This is the opposite of what most

people think communication is about. Most people
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think it is about getting the message across the big

divide between you and someone else. They think it

is about throwing it out there and hoping it will hit

the mark.

It is not about throwing the message out, but

about drawing the audience in.

A speaker's voice must invite confidence and

instil trust, while at the same time it commands

attention and motivates the audience.

A voice that is both inviting and influential

possesses certain physical qualities. Most voices do

not have these qualities naturally. Yet, with

knowledge and practice you too can cultivate this

kind of voice.

If you don't ever stop singing, your voice

stays in shape. It's like the marathon runner.

You've got to run, run, run to stay in shape.

Sammy Hagar – Musician

As with training for the Comrades marathon

(89 km between Durban and Pietermaritzburg),

your body needs to unlearn bad habits and relearn

new ones. When you train for a marathon, you

need to teach your muscles to persist working

under strain. You have to condition them so that

adjusting to the road and the conditions becomes
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automatic and you can keep your mind on your

goal.

Similarly, speaking invitingly and confidently

with a trained voice can become automatic so that

you can keep your mind on the message and the

audience.

To replace unwanted habits with new ones takes

at least six weeks of dedicated hard work. This

course is designed to lead you through such a six-

week training programme so that the vocal habits

you need for confident, inviting communication

becomes automatic.

Grow your voice is a six-week course designed to

help you automatically

• find a good posture that helps you relax and

communicate confidence

• use breath to control your voice and your

nerves

• produce a rich, warm voice that invites

attention and instils trust

• shape sounds skilfully so that every word is

heard without strain

• create emotional engagement by enticing the

listener to keep on listening.
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Picture this

Your voice as a tree

It usually takes more than three weeks to

prepare a good impromptu speech.

Mark Twain

Imagine that your voice is like a tree growing

from inside you and out to the world. Every tree is

different and has unique qualities that make it

distinctive and beautiful. Every tree also has the

potential for struggling to flourish, having to battle

the elements. Like a tree, your voice has roots, a

trunk that shoots from those roots and branches

that start wider and become thinner. Finally, like a

tree, your voice offers something characteristic and

special to anyone that passes by – leafy shade,

fragrant flowers, nourishing fruit and seeds, or

simple beauty.
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Close your eyes and imagine your voice tree for

a moment. Use the very first introductory exercise

on the audio CD to help you with this visualisation.

It will give you the necessary context and focus to

make the principles taught in this volume your own.

Follow the voice prompts, or read the

instructions below.

Introductory exercise: Visualisation

Sit somewhere comfortable with your eyes

closed.Become aware of your own breathing in

and out.

As you listen to your breath, imagine your voice

as a tree.What kind of tree is it?

What type of root system does it have?

What does the trunk look like?Look at the

branches, the leaves.

Does it carry flowers, or maybe fruit, or some

seeds. Thorns? When it is struggling, what is

going wrong?

When this tree is flourishing, what are its best

qualities?Just watch the tree for a moment.

Now imagine that tree growing inside you. Its

roots grow from your stomach down through
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your abdomen, through your feet and connects

you to the earth.

Its trunk grows up through your torso, through

your throat.

As it reaches your mouth, it begins to branch

first with larger branches and then smaller ones.

As it spreads up and out through your mouth

and your head, it makes leaves and produces the

flowers, fruit or seeds you imagined. It reaches

out to the world and to the heavens.

Watch the tree for another moment, then return

and jot down some reminders.

Draw a picture on the next page, if you like.
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My voice tree
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Grow your voice

Root, shoot, branch and bear fruit

How this manual works

Your voice has four systems that need to work

well on their own and in harmony with each other

for your message to be communicated.

1. Posture and breathing – the roots

2. Phonation and resonance – the trunk (first

shoot)

3. Articulating vowels and consonants – the

branches

4. Meaning and expression – the fruit (including

leaves, thorns, flowers, fruit and seeds in all

possible forms)
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In this course I will help you strengthen each of

these systems, first separately and then in

combination with each other. The first four weeks,

or sessions, cover the systems one at a time. The

last two sessions help you to integrate them with

one another.

The first four sessions are structured each

around a single system (roots, shoot, branches or

fruit) so that you will

• think about what happens when the system

breaks down

• receive exercises to help you get the system

working correctly and

• find a summary of why the exercises are

important.

Here is an overview of the four systems and the

objectives for the session that covers that system.

1. Posture and breathing

Rooting your voice in your diaphragm

• Finding a good posture for relaxing and

communicating your attitude

• How to breathe for control and enhanced

capacity
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2. Phonation and resonance

Sprouting and growing the voice

• Opening and relaxing your throat for a good

initial sound

• Amplifying your voice for a rich, inviting tone

3. Articulation: Vowels and consonants

Branching and pruning

• Precision and definition in the muscular

movements so that vowels and consonants are

pruned into precise shapes

• Using the feel and ‘taste’ of a word to express

its meaning

4. Meaning and expression

Saying what you mean and how you mean it

• How the voice reflects who you are and how

you connect with others: Intonation and

emphasis

• Playing with words to access their meaning

To understand how your voice tree grows you

need to turn the four systems upside down so that

they build one on top of the other, each becoming a

foundation to the one that follows.
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4. Meaning and

expression - Saying what

you mean and how you

mean it

2. Phonation and

resonance - Sprouting

and growing the voice

1. Posture and breathing

- Rooting your voice in

your diaphragm

3. Articulation: Vowels

and consonants -

Branching and pruning

Growing your voice from the roots to the fruit
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The last two sessions contain exercises with just

brief explanations of which systems you are

working on in each exercise. Both combine all four

systems so that you can learn to integrate the

workings of your voice into a single communicative

force.

Each of the six sessions include a 12-minute

exercise routine which makes up the core of the

session. The routine can be followed either from

the audio CD, or from the printed manual.

The sessions of the first four weeks focus on the

individual systems (roots, shoot, branches and

fruit). The last two sessions combine the four

systems in a complete workout. The second of the

two is designed for sitting down or driving. This

can help you ready your voice on your way to an

important encounter, or while waiting in the wings

before the fun begins.

The exercise routines in the manual and those

on the audio CD contain exactly the same exercises

in the same order with two possible differences:

1. The text version is sometimes slightly more

comprehensive. I cut down on explanations in

the audio version to maximise the time for

practical work.
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2. The audio version contains my own voice

doing the exercises with you so that you can

hear exactly what to do. This is a very effective

way for learning the techniques correctly.

I recommend that you use the audio rather than

the printed text and only consult the latter for

clarification. Your voice is in your body and very

often if you only read an instruction, the

knowledge stays in your head. If you hear the

instruction followed by an audio prompt, you are

more likely to do the exercise. It is your body that

must learn to know what to do, not your mind.

Suggested programme

First, do the visualisation exercise about your

voice tree. Next you should spend a week on each

of the six sessions. Find a time of day every day for

six weeks that you can dedicate to your voice

training. The first time you do it, take at least 20 to

30 minutes so that you can read the manual and

make sure you understand the exercises. Then

simply use the CD to practise for 12 minutes every

day for five days after that. You can rest for one day

before going on to the next session.

If you skip a day or more in between (life

happens), you should keep going to complete six
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full sessions before going on to the next session.

You can even repeat it twice in one day – morning

and night. Try not to stretch it out over too long a

period, though. You may lose focus and rhythm. A

set routine with a clear daily rhythm is very

beneficial for internalising the training and making

it become automatic.

The trouble with talking too fast is you

may say something you haven't thought of

yet.

Ann Landers

Behind the design

In keeping with my focus on the body and the

doing of the work, rather than the thinking about

it, I do not provide in-depth explanations and

theories on the voice and its biological

mechanisms. These luxuries may satisfy your mind,

but will have little effect on your ability to

communicate. The focus of this manual is to

improve your speaking practice.

I work with your body of which your voice is

just an extension. I also work with your emotional
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responses to the body, which determines the

attitude with which you are communicating. There

is just enough theory to help you understand why I

do the things the way I do them and why it works.

Three questions always in the back of my mind

are

1. Do you appear confident and competent as

you speak?

2. Do you sound inviting and engaging?

3. Does your audience experience that you care

both about your message and about them?

There are only two things that can interfere with

your ability to answer yes to all three these

questions: tension in your body and fear in your

heart. These two are almost impossible to separate

from one another.

Fear in your heart creates tension in your body.

This fear can be about you having to perform in

front of people, especially when they are your peers.

It can be about having to make your company look

great, or about having to fit your message into a

certain amount of time. Even the fear of being

heard above background noise or of looking

enthusiastic while you are really tired can cause

tension.
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You can also carry tension from other sources

into the space, for example from a fight you had

with your partner that day, or from pressure at work

or from having arrived late and flustered because of

the traffic. This tension has exactly the same

emotional effect as fear and immediately impacts

your voice and your ability to connect with your

audience.

According to most studies, people's

number one fear is public speaking. Number

two is death. Death is number two. Does

that sound right? This means to the average

person, if you go to a funeral, you're better

off in the casket than doing the eulogy."

Jerry Seinfeld – Comedian

I only give you as much theoretical information

as I think necessary so that you can overcome these

two obstacles. But because the tension itself

accumulates in your body where your voice is, that

is where I will work most. Your mind will follow

your body and leave its fears and fabrications

behind as you come into your body and into the

present moment.

The present moment contains everything you

need to accomplish your goals. In that moment you

must let go of your fear and use everything that is
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right there with you to respond in the moment to

your audience, your message and your own

intention. This is a heightened state of relaxed

alertness.

Screaming is bad for the voice, but it's

good for the heart."

Conor Oberst – Musician

When your body knows what to
do, it can help you control your
feelings and focus your mind.
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